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Table 5. Example of a multi-drug resistant organism (MDRO) in a data set identified by applying Dutch guidelines.  

mo AMC GEN TOB CIP MFX MDRO 

B_ESCHR_COLI S R R R R Positive 

B_ESCHR_COLI R S R R S Negative 

B_ESCHR_COLI S S S R S Negative 

mo = microorganism, AMC = amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, GEN = gentamicin, TOB = tobramycin, CIP = 
ciprofloxacin, MFX = moxifloxacin, MDRO = multi-drug resistant organism, B_ESCHR_COLI = microorganism 
code of Escherichia coli. 

The returned value is an ordered ‘factor’  with the levels ‘Negative’  < ‘Positive,  

unconfirmed’  < ‘Positive’ . For some guideline rules that require additional testing (e.g., 

molecular confirmation), the level ‘Positive, unconfirmed’  is returned. 

Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis 
Tuberculosis is a major threat to global health caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) and 

is one of the top ten causes of death worldwide [37]. Exceptional antimicrobial resistance in 

MTB is therefore of special interest. To this end, the international WHO guideline for the 

classification of drug resistance in MTB [34] is included in the AMR  package. The mdr_tb()  

function is a convenient wrapper around mdro(..", guideline = "TB") , which returns an 

other ordered ‘factor’  than other mdro()  functions. The output will contain the ‘factor’  

levels ‘Negative’  < ‘Mono-resistant’  < ‘Poly-resistant’  < ‘Multi-drug-resistant’  

< ‘Extensively drug-resistant’ , following the WHO guideline. 

4.5. ANALYSING ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE DATA 

4.5.1. Calculation of antimicrobial resistance 
The AMR  package contains several functions for fast and simple resistance calculations of 

bacterial or fungal isolates. A minimum number of available isolates is needed for the reliability 

of the outcome. The CLSI guideline suggests a minimum of 30 available first isolates 

irrespective of the type of statistical analysis [6]. Therefore, this number is used as the default 

setting for any function in the package that calculates antimicrobial resistance or susceptibility, 

which can be changed with the minimum argument in all applicable functions. 

Counts 
The AMR  package relies on the concept of tidy data [38], although not strictly following its rules 

(one row per test rather than one row per observation). Function names to calculate the 

number of available isolates follow these general resistance interpretation standards with 

count_S() , count_I() , and count_R()  respectively. Combinations of antimicrobial 

resistance interpretations can be counted with count_SI()  and count_IR() . All these 

functions take a vector of interpretations of the class ‘rsi’  (as discussed above) or are 

internally transformed with as.rsi() . The returned value is the sum of the respective 


